Gandhi: Hi everyone were going to get started, meeting call to order 7:33

Global Brigades: Typically we have been going to honduras for the past year and we put in medical and dental clinics in Honduras. These people will walk for hours to come to our clinics, they are seen by doctors or other college that come every 6 months. We see 300 to 500 people per day. This is a opportunity for students to learn and help others. What we are asking from you is help for medication money. We are requesting a total of 6,000

Lila: How much are you asking for?

Global: We are asking for $500 for medication. We fund the travel for the trip our selves so we aren’t asking for any help other than medication.

Kelly: How many people involved are from Stevenson

Global: 20% to 40% are from Stevenson. We normally ask every persons in the club to go to their respective colleges.

Gandhi: They way this typically works is we would normally vote on tis but i want to give everyone voting rights.

Sophia: I nominate my self to be House 1 rep

Tristin: I nominate my self to be House 1 rep

Marilyn: I nominate my self to be House 1 rep

Gandhi: Does any one object to these three being house representatives. Congratulations!

Austin: How many orgs come per quarter asking for money, and how much money do you normally expect.

Gandhi: It varies normally because we can’t tell what events will happen, and some orgs are not established yet.

Kelly: According to our constitution we have to look at each org individually, not based off of how much money we have. We want to look at which one will benefit Stevenson the most

Alana: This is also a really good experience for students and also benefits a lot of citizen of Honduras as well.
Michael: I think they should also request from other colleges as well.

Ankir: I think if we should fund them we should ask them to bring something back to the community.

Vanessa: Motion to fund Global brigades 300

Lila: Friendly amendment to fund 200

Coin: Second

Gandhi: Were going to go in a vote. All those in favor of funding 200

Yes: 14  No: 12 Abstaining: 0

Motion Carries.

Now for announcements

Colin: Last week I sent out an email for a budget subcommittee. Next Tuesday at 1pm in Christine’s office. We will be allocating the new budget for the year and we will come back here for the year and discuss where money should go.

Vanessa: Rock n Roll in the Knoll subcommittee also next Tuesday from 2-3

Ricky: SUA Reportbacks Nothing big was covered other than budget. There was a 30 minutes debate on weather you can snap or not. Mar Stone came to let us know that he is there for supporting us in what we do. We had presentations from the respective chairs IVC and EVC. Louise the External Vice chair was reporting on UCSC consent.

Colin: USSA is the org that we pay does to and they go and lobby in Washington. They are trying to push for affordability and minority students. IVC is thinking of opening up more IVC positions throughout the year.

Ricky: Onto the budget we created an adhoc committee to talk about the larger SUA budget. SUA has a deficit of 40,000 we don’t know why because we have more students than ever.

Lila: Last year the budget committee thought there was going to be a larger carry forward.

Gandhi: Last year there was a huge concert that went over 50,000. It was going to be a student fund concert. The idea was if we get enough students to fund it we would break even and it would be able to break even. We will keep you posted on more info regarding the budget.
Ricky: We also had a presentation called take back the tap, for reusable water bottles. If this is passed they won't sell plastic water bottles on campus. We want to know what y'all think and they we will take it back to the SUA space.

Gandhi: Let's take an unofficial vote... Overwhelming support. None are opposed.

Alan: SOCO met yesterday and we kind of just talked and oriented the new members what is was about and what our duties are. At some point next quarter there will be a sister college event that we will put on with Cowell. There are still open position in committees available.

Carolyn: We just got our site back up with all of the information that we have and we can meet one on one to get involved.

Lobby Core: We talked about how voting is happening Nov 4th and we are trying to get people to go out and vote and we are going to be hosting a debate. We talked about the outside housing market that we want them to work on. This saturday we have the practical activist that they should all go to.

Austin: Where is the closest place to go vote?

Gandhi: Here on November 4th

Lila: Reportback on the shirts I met with Christine on tuesday and we got a quote from the company. The more you buy in bulk the bigger the discount, the amount that i came up with for charging was 12 for a bro-tank 15 of a baseball tee. We will try to finalize these in 2 weeks at the latest.

Vanessa: $70 for the TV Frames

Colin: Motion to fully fund $70 for the Television

Gandhi: I will table Academic senate until next week.

Colin: Motion to adjourn

Vanessa: Second